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TRUCK MAKE

Schwarze
YEAR

2013
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0
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QAL# 308-1048

Location: Jacksonville, North Carolina

Vehicle; Starts and runs, Engine is a Cummins ISO 5.9L 200 Diesel. Maintained every 4,000 miles or 180 days. The vehicle has a

Dual Drive on a Freightliner M2-Chassis. Vehicle is equipped with Antilock Brakes. The Transmission is an Allison 3500 Series

Automatic in good operating condition. This vehicle removed from service on 4 December 2023. Service records available upon

purchase. The GVWR = 33,000. There are 6,682 hours on chassis engine Exterior; is white, no cracked glass, has dings and

scratches and most of the paint is faded, Paint peeling on roof of cab and on front bumper. Tires are 11R22.5 all in good

condition. The tires are mounted on Universal steel Bud wheels. All the decals have been removed, impressions and some glue

residue remain. Interior; is Black with solid mounted bucket seats, the right side bottom cushion has a tear, and there is wear

on both seats. The rubber flooring on both sides is in good condition with NO holes. There is a stock AM/FM radio; volume knob

sticks. The A/C does blow cold. The dash and center console are in good condition no cracks. The headliner is sagging slightly.

The left side cup holder bottom is broken out. There is a fire extinguisher and triangle flare kits in the cab. Body: The body is a

Schwarze model A7000, Serial# 12-A7000-6079, Manufacture Date 11/12. All functions of the sweeper are operational. The rear

engine is a 4 Cylinder John Deer Diesel, it starts and runs good and has 5,460 hours. There is some surface rust on the body,

there is a lot of rust around the bottom of the rear hatch and bumper. The body is fully operational. The gutter brooms are in

good condition. There are NO holes in the hopper and the upper screens are in good condition. There is a strobe light on the

top of the body plus additional strobe light installed at eye level. Also has a catch basin cleaning system mounted on rear door;

the hose is in good condition and the clamp is still there. There are 3 work lights; the right rear bumper mounted one is

missing; and 1 by each gutter broom both work although the lens is cracked on the left side. This truck has a factory mounted

pressure washing pump, it is unknown if it works, the wand and the hose is missing.
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**PRICE REFLECTS CURRENT HIGH BID AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME DURING THE ONGOING AUCTION**

TRUCK MODEL

A7000
MILEAGE

40,302
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